
Faith school fails fourth consecutive Ofsted
inspection
Posted: Tue, 23rd Nov 2021

An independent orthodox Jewish boys' school has been rated inadequate for the fourth
consecutive time by Ofsted.

Talmud Torah Yetev Lev, an orthodox Hasidic Jewish school which operates from four premises in
the north London borough of Hackney has consistently failed inspections since 2014.

Inspectors found that pupils were only "knowledgeable about their own community" and their
knowledge and understanding of the major religions and cultures represented in modern Britain
was "very limited". This indicated "poor social and cultural development", said inspectors.

"This, coupled with the limited development of English language and literacy skills, means that
pupils are not well prepared for life in modern Britain", said the report.

According to inspectors, pupils do not achieve as well as they should due to too many teachers not
having a good knowledge of the secular subjects they teach.

The school was also found to be in breach of its registration agreement by having 985 pupils on its
roll, despite only being registered to admit 567.

Comments

NSS Chief executive, Stephen Evans, said the report's findings "came as no surprise".

"Too many independent religious schools have a reputation for poor standards of education. All
children, including children of ultra-orthodox families, should be entitled to a rounded education.

"Children in consistently failing schools have been failed for too long. The intransigence of religious
groups running such schools cannot be tolerated indefinitely."
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What the NSS stands for

The Secular Charter outlines 10 principles that guide us as we campaign for a secular democracy
which safeguards all citizens' rights to freedom of and from religion.
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Related Campaigns

No more faith schools

We need inclusive schools free from religious discrimination, privilege or control.

Read More
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NI assembly votes in favour of inclusive, evidence-based
RSE

MLAs speak of "twisted" RSE teaching that thoughts of sex are "sinful" and same-sex relationships
"laughed at". Read More »

Faith school takeover proceeds despite overwhelming
opposition

NSS: Governors 'concealing' strength of feeling against Church of England ethos. Read More »

NSS announces major conference on protecting liberal
values

Kenan Malik, Joan Smith and more speaking at NSS Secularism 2024 conference in London. Read
More »

Allowing more religious selection in schools would be a big
mistake

Abandoning the 50% admission cap would exacerbate the discrimination, disadvantage and
division inherent with faith schools, argues Stephen Evans. Read More »
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NSS joins open letter against faith school discrimination

Education experts, politicians, religious leaders and public figures unite to call on Education
Secretary to keep the faith school admissions cap. Read More »
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